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Curvil.ineaxMotion.

By Max M. Murk
.

Summary.
*

The laws of curvilinear motion are
.

verse forces on elongated airship hulls

established and the trans-

moving along a curved

path are investigated.

General hlethod.

This note deals with the steady motion of a rigid body on a
,

* curvilinear path through a &erfeot fluid otherwise at rest, so

. that the ~osition of We body zelati.veto the path remains con-

stant. The body

geometrical axis

the body. Henoe

turns with constant angular velocity around a

fixed with respect to space and with respeti-to

the flow of the fluid is stationary relative to

the body. The @roblem stands in close relation

body moving straight forward, which indeed is a

the present problem. The’methods employed with.

of the straight motion can partly be used for the

problem too, but care must be taken that they are

W@ wn2y ae far as they are still valid.

to that of the

special case of

the investigation

more generid

applied properly
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It is to be

the body and the
,
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undezstood at the outset tQat

fluid are now by no means the

real motion is considered, or whether the body

the foW5s bet~een

ssme whether the

is supposed to ‘~e

at rest and the entire fluid rotating about tineoenter of rotation.

This latter case would imply the presence of the cent~ifugal

foroes of the”rotating fluid, giving rise ~o changes in the pres-

sure distribution and of the fozces between the body and the fluid.

Nor is the pressure in each point now determined
●

the velocity aooording to the law of Bernoulli,

not really stationary since the body is moving.

non-stationary motion the pressure is the sum of

Qy the ~uare of

for the motion is

In the ease of

the pres&re &e

to the”Bernoulli (V2 P/2) and the product of the change of the

velocity potential per &it of time and the density (Lamb, 3x19).

The additional pressure can be tn.ansfomnedif, as in the present

problem, the flow is quasi-stationary and ~h~ges only its posi-

tion, each point of the ccnf5&rat&n of the flow moving with a

velocitj U, Let u be the potential, then”tbe change dw/dt “
.

of the potential per unit of time is U
.

linear element in ihe diiection d U.

ditional to 72 P/2 eflwds the pzoduct’

dm/ds where ds is a

Therefore the pressure ad-

of the density, the veloc-

ity of the configuration in the point considered and the component

of the flow in the same direction; The pressure is

- (v’ p/2 –Vucosq)

where U is the velooity of the cenfi~ration of flow and q is
.

the angle between this velocity And the velocity of flow.

. .
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The apparent mass, moment and kinetic energy o’fthe body can

be used in the same way as with bodies moving straight. There is

now also an apparent r.c?m?ntof inertia to whioh is corresponding”

a moment of momentum and a kinetic ener=~. “As, however, the angu–

Iar velocity is supposed to be constant,

tb any resultant foroe or moment between

A body moving straight forward in a

this does not give rise

the fluid and the body.

perfect fluid experiences

. only a resaltamt moment. A drag, positive or negative, would not

be compatible’with the constancy of energy. From the point of

view of-the energy there is no reason why the body should not ex-1

perience a lift, and indeed this osa be the case in a two-dimen-

sional flow. In a three-dimensional fiow, however, & lift can W-

cur only when there are free vortices in the fluid, and this is a

flow different from the one under discussion. But the flow around

the body rotat@ aroun& a gecxnetzicalaxis has constant energy

and hence ag~in only such reml%nt forces are possible, which do
.

not supply or absorb energy. This cannot be a pure moment for the-””

body possesses an angular velosity., It ‘canonly be a resultant

~force passing through tie axis-of motion. The direction of

force varies greatly for different shapes. The aerodynamic

this

center

of the body, or better, its central axis,

reference to which the fluid po.%ses.sepn~

the body is moving rectilinearly at right

may be that point, with

moxent of momentum if

angles to the axis.

This center has a certain tang~ntial velocity V, it moves around

the center of rotation, along a cizcle, ~th the r~~u~ R. The

resultant force between the body and the fluid possesses in gener-
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al a tangential componentL

rig& angles to V anda

.4L

parallel.to V, a radial component at

resulbsnt moment with respect to the” ‘

aerodynadc oenter. ‘For”symmetri.calbodies, the aerodynauio cen-

ter of oourse coincides with the center of sy?mnet~y. The angle ‘

of attack may be measured between the tangential velocity V of

the oenter snd a proper axis of the body. The direotion of the

body which coincides with the tmgential direction at the angle of
.

attaok zero may be oalled longitudinal, the direction at ri@t
. . .

angle to it transverse. Tangential.and radial refez to tinepath,

longitudinal and transverse refer to the body.
.

Let nom the additional mass tifthe body, if moving straight

and longitudinal, be klp and if moving straight and tm.nsverse,

kap. Then when moving with the velocity V, with the angle of

attack u., at the same time rotating with any angular velooity

zero or greater, the”apparent additional momentum is” ~ Vp sin o

in the transverse direction and kl Vp COSCL in longitudinal di-

rection. Hence the component in tangential direction is “
.

v P. (ke sin2 u + k, COS2 a ) and the radial component is

V P/2 (k2 - kl)’s~n2q. The former component of the momentum gives

m (~ sin’ u + k, COS2 a),rise to the radial force ~ the lattez

~ “P/2 (k. - kl) sin 2 U.is the cause of the tugential force

This has”to be supposed to act in the center of rotation, or if

acting in the center of the moving body, it iS acco~mied by a

moment around this center

same moment as

.lOcity v ark

if the bgdy

at the same

VaRf2 (Ic2- kl) sinz m. This is the

were moving rectilinearly with the ve-
.

angle of attack.
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The radial force always tends to keep the path straight, it

is a centrifugal force moving the body away from’the center of ro-

tation. The tangential forces can be appositive or negative dxag,

according to the angle of attack and to the shape of the body.

A straight line, as two-dimensional problem for insta.me, may ro-

tate under a small angle of attack and the distance between the

leading edge and the center of rotation may be greater than the

same distance to the rear edge. Then the resulting moment absorbs

energy since it is opposite to the angular velocity of the line.

Therefore the drag is ne~tive, ‘supplyin~the energy absorbed by

the moment.

.T~ted E

Surface of Revelution.

The case of m airship hull ~oving aJ.ong a circular path is

the most important application of the results found in”the-last

paragraph. An &irpiane i; always surrounded by vortioes and”this

case iS not embraced by the discussion, The air forces acting on

& airship hull are best understood by the consideration of a very

elongated surfaoe of revolution.

Such body has no longitudinal additional mass and its trans-

verse additional mass is mual to its own mass if consisting of

solidified fluid, This is discussed in the first note of this

series. The resultant forces are therefore given by the formula

at the end of the last parag~aph by substituting zero for kl &d

the vol~e of the body for ~. The remaining problem is the dis-
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,cussionof the distribution of

knowledge is important for the

in the body.

the transverse air forces as their

computation of the bending moment

This distribution is found by the consideration that each

cross section has a transverse additional mass 6nly and its’aE:.i--

tional momentum is the same as if it would be surrounded by the
..

two-dimensional flow with the same transverse relative velooity.
.’

Now the motion of the’body can be produced by supe~osing the mo-

. tion along the ciroular path with the axis remaining parallel and

the rotation of the body around the center with constant”angul&

velocity. The aerodynamic center coincides with the center of’
.

volume.

At first the body may move in a tangential direction. Then

the additionti momentums are produced by the angular velocity

V/R “only, and the relative transverse velocity in each point of

the axis in the distance x from the center is V x)R. Let S
●

denote the area of the cross section in each point. Then the
. transverse momentum fcr a disk of the body with the length dx is

S V x/R dx. The longitudinal component of velocity of each point

is v. Hence a transverse &oment S V2 p x/R dx is produced in

each point, o.orrespondingto the transverse fozce

This distribution of transverse forces produces neither a result-

. Wt force nor a resultant moment. V2 pThe term ~ S dx is exactly
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&Wal to the centrifugal force df that poxtion of the hull, if

hating the ssme density as the fluid. Its direction is opposite

to the centrifugal force; The foroes represented by the term
Y2P Xds.—
R= are in diiection of the centrifugal force.

If the body is inclined agains% the tangential direotion,

the fluid gives rise also to th~ unstable &oment,”produoed by
.

transverse forces distributed as with the straight motion. They
.

=e proportional to the

● this series.

The rsd.ialforoe is

section of-the body.

Cwdx; as discussed’in the first note of

distributed proportional to the cross

3. Moderately Elongated Surfaces of Resolution.

The two additional masses of ~uoh bodies can be esttiated by

the compariso~ with simil&r ellipsoids, as discussed in the first

note. If the body is not too short it C& be supposed, that the
*

bending moments due to the anguw velocity are prcportion&l to
.

the transverse appare~t mass, and they are to be diminished propor-

tiOIlalto it, though j.nre~ity the ~stribution itself changes a

little. The bending mbaents.~f-’We. zeault~t ~me~t are to be di-

minished proportional to (kl - & ) which”also is Qnly a~roxi+ ~~
.
mately true, but probably exaot enough There remains the radial

force of the fluid. The psrX due to the angle of attack may”be-~:.

diminished proportional to the transverse apparent mass, tit it

remains proportional to the cross section of the body. Only the
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of the radial force, due to the longitudinal ad5itior~-

existing also at the angle of attack zero rauires a

somewhat fuller disms~ion.

This centrifugal fcrce is due to the faot that the surface of

revolution is not an extremely elongated on& Hence the previous

methods which made-use of this ass~tion must necess=ily fail

for the investigation of the distribution of the transverse forces

giving rise to this
.

very great;with an

L/I)= 6 it is only

with the elongation

ents created by :he

centrifugal force. The entire foroe is not

ellipsotd’with the ratio of elongation

about @@ of the entire.oentrifu@ force and

9, it is only Z+%. Howevex, the ~end5ngmom-

aorresponding transverse forces are compara-

tively greater, though they too are not exceedingly great.

These bending moments are favorable for diminishing.the resulting

bending moments. The tran~erse forces ch~ge the si@ along the

axis so that the resultant centrifugal force is smaller than thes

sum of all positive forces and the bending moments’are greater
.

than expected at first. The reason is that these forces consti%l

tute the centrifugal.force ofthe fluid accompanying the body on

its longitudinal motion. Now the fluid near the front and the end

has the same direction of velocity as the body. Along.the sides,

however, the fluid has a velocity opposite to the direction of mo-

tion, In consequence of this ibeir centrifu@ forcesis negative,

they tend to,push the hull towards the center of rotation, whereas

the transverse forces near the”ends tend to push the-hull amay “

from the center of rotation. . .
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a difference,
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seen thus that the centrifugal fozce is an effec-:.of

the bending

forehand wtthout a clcser

can be done:by choosing a

one source and one sink.

moments cannot safeby be est~mated re-

examination in one case at least. This

s~face of revolution corresponding to

If the diameter is D, the intensity

of the sources is $P@@J&@ly V D2ti4. The length may be de-
v112

noted by L, then the velocity near the middle is about ~

# The consideration of a flow along a moderately elongated surface

●
of revolution shows now that the velocity along the greatest part

of the length does not greatly change, it is always negative and

not very different from the velocity near the middle. The trans-

verse component of the velocity can be neglected. The longitudi-

nal velocity of rotation increases by V/R per unit of transverse

length. The transv&rse gradient of the pressure is therefore

tiD2P
2RL2

i
Almost the entire volume of the body

,
sure gradient. Hence the sum of all

is surrounded by this pres-

negative centrifugal forces

is about

Vol V2D2P

2RL2

that is, the centrifugal force of the entire body (with the densi-

ty’of the fluid) times ~(D/L)? For .L/D = 6, for instance, Vnis

gives 1/72 = .14 of the centrifugal force.

dynamical centrifugal forces has ‘theopposite

The sum of all hydro-

6igzlarid L3 &bOU%



} twice as grea%. It follows then that the hydrcxiynamica,l

gal force consists of a negative po&ion distributed alcmg the

length and a positiveportion about three times as gxeat,aot~ng

on the two &ds.
I .

As a result of the precedinginvestigation,it appeaas t~t :

the transverseforces acting on a moderately elongated surface”of
.

revolution are of”four different kinds: (a) due to angulaz veloo-

ity in oonneotion with Wgential velocity; (b) due to the angle
5

of attack; (o) due *O the c~ntrif& force of the longitudinal

3. aQparentmass and (d) due to the centrifugal forge of the tr&s-

verse apparent mass if under angle of attack. The magnitudes of

these forces are discussed in the prec~iig paragraph, the forces

(a) and (b) tie of ~ief importance.
,..

■ .


